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Pro-Watch® Compliance Report Manager
At Honeywell, when our customers speak, we listen. It’s what we call Voice of the Customer 

(VOC), and that’s exactly how our enhanced Pro-Watch reporting evolved. Through listening 

to the needs of our customers, whether end users, integrators or consultants, we learned that 

our customers in a wide range of markets were asking for similar reporting capabilities. And 

we knew that we had the perfect solution—Pro-Watch Compliance Report Manager.  

“ Our customers asked for 
more sophisticated 
reporting with built-in 
business intelligence to 
help them better analyze 
their security operations. 
We’ve delivered Pro-Watch 
Compliance Report 
Manager, and it’s the 
perfect add-on to any 
edition of Pro-Watch.”

Eric Green  
Senior Product Manager  
Honeywell  

When Seeing is Believing,  
Reporting is Everything.
Honeywell’s new Pro-Watch Compliance Report Manager integrates seamlessly with Pro-Watch to 

help you create, run, and save custom audit, badge, statistical and transaction reports no matter 

which edition of Pro-Watch your organization uses: Enterprise*, Corporate, Professional or Lite. 

Our latest Pro-Watch innovation gives you the freedom to view your security data with your 

organization in mind. 

*Only at the regional server level.

Features
Customized Reporting – select report fields, 

apply filters, group and sort reports with several 

print/save options, dramatically reducing time 

and complexity required to create and distribute 

reports. Share reports by exporting to PDF, text, 

XML or XPS. 

Auto Reporting – automatically generate reports at 

scheduled times, increasing productivity and helping 

to ensure thorough compliance documentation.

Wizard Capability – wizard-driven GUI and 

native integration with Pro-Watch provides 

continuity, minimizing training time, minimizing 

operational costs.

Statistical Reporting – monitor the health of 

your security system, proactively identifying 

anomalies to reduce security risk, and to 

increase probability of identifying potential 

security issues before they become critical.



Place your order now and you can be enjoying the benefits of the powerful 

reporting capabilities of Pro-Watch Compliance Report Manager. To see 

a demo or to purchase now, contact your Honeywell representative or call 

800-323-4576 today.   

See the Benefits.  
Seize the Opportunity. 
ROI from Day One
We know that compliance reports are an essential part of your daily 

activities. Pro-Watch Compliance Report Manager provides an intuitive 

and easy method of producing activity reports. You ask how it’s possible to 

get ROI on day one? It’s simple.

We’ve reduced the setup, maintenance, and operating and training costs 

related to reporting by making the Pro-Watch Compliance Report Manager 

software easy to use. A powerful wizard-driven graphic user interface (GUI) 

means that even an operator with less experience and minimal knowledge of 

the Pro-Watch database can manage reporting without extensive training.

Power of Customization
Pro-Watch Compliance Report Manager puts the power of customization 

in your hands. We eliminate the need for third-party software, tools and 

expertise by giving you all the tools necessary to easily customize reports—

the way you want them. You can choose report columns, define hard-coded 

and runtime selection criteria filters, define report grouping, and select 

the report filtering. Once the report is viewed, you can swap, group, or sort 

columns, print the results or export them to Excel, and save the report to be 

run any time in the future—at your convenience.

Compliance Reporting Made Easy
Pro-Watch Compliance Report Manager helps you comply with even the 

most stringent reporting requirements. It deploys on top of your existing 

Pro-Watch system without adversely impacting the Pro-Watch field 

equipment installed so you can maintain all the functionality of the base 

platform.  Ask for a demonstration of Pro-Watch Compliance Report 

Manager and see how easy it is to generate, share, export, schedule, and 

e-mail reports.

Pro-Watch Compliance Report Manager is:

Intuitive: Wizards allow you to create, run, and save 
custom audit, badge, statistical and transaction reports. 

Flexible: Allows you to select report fields, apply filters, 
group, and sort reports while offering several print/
save options.

Powerful: Allows you to write a personalized report script.



For more information
www.honeywellintegrated.com

Honeywell Security and Fire
2700 Blankenbaker Pkwy, Suite 150 

Louisville, KY 40299 

1.800.323.4576   

www.honeywell.com

Pro-Watch® is a registered trademark 
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